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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
axial force component measured by vane force balance, lb 
axial component of load in vane gearing link, lb 
total axial component of force experienced bv -vane, lb 
vane chord, (30.4 in. ) 
dra 
m e  drag coefficient, installed gss thrust 
lift 
vane lift coefficient, installed gross thrust 
vane pitchine moment coefficient about pivot axis located a t  45% of 
itching moment 
vane chord' installed k s s  thrust x vane chord 
specific heat, BTUfLB OF 
density, lb/cu ft 
decibels re  2 x ~ewtons/sq meter 
fan nozzle exit diameter, (57.1 in. ) 
static pressure coefficient at engine nozzle 
P 
exit plane, 'se - % 
Sf 
static pressure coefficient in fan 
P P 
nozzle, % -  So 
Sf 
frequency Hz 
gross thrust, lb 
load in flap gearing link, lb 
skin film heat transfer coefficient, BTu/hr sq ft OF 
local skin mass, Ib 
rotations1 speed of gas producer, rpm 
rotational speed of power turbine, rpm 
SPL 
normal force component measured by vane force balance, lb 
normal component of load in vane gearing link, lb 
total normal component of force experie~ced by vane, lb 
Strouhal number, DN f Uf 
pitching moment measured by vane force balance, in. lb 
total pitching moment experienced by vane, in. lb 
static pressure, lb/sq in. 
static pressure at engine nozzle exit plans, lb/sq in. 
static pressure in fan nozzle, lb/sq in. 
ambient static pressure, lb/sq in. 
root-mean-square value of fluctuating component of surface 
pressure, lb/sq in. 
stagnation pressure, lb/sq in. 
dynamic pressure a t  fan nozzle exit plane, 
P ; f2, ~ b / s q  in. 
sound pressure level, dB o r  lb/sq ft 
fan nozzle exit velocity, ft/sec 
thickness of skin, ft 
0 local gas temperature, F 
0 
skin temperature, F 
0 
mean skin temperature over designated time interval, F 
0 
stagnation temperature, R 
axial distance, in. 
distance measured perpendicular to X, in. 
angle between flap gearing link and vane chord line, degrees 
ratio of absolute ambient a i r  temperature to standard sea level 
value of 518 OR 
6, vane deflection angle, degrees 
8 nacelle pitch angle, degrees 
n (NSZR) one- third octave band power spectrum 
QF 
Pe density of fan exhaust at nozzle exit plane, slugs/cu ft 
T time, sec 
d nacelle bank angle, degrees 
1 - INTRODUCTION 
Cmmman i s  currently involved in tbe developmemt of a "'i'upe A" V/STOL aircraft. 
l%e design (698) concept is based oa the use af a V/STOL nacelle which embodies both the 
powerpiant and amtrol vanes immersed in the faa rtream of a high bypass ratio ttubfztn, 
'Ibr! bin tilting aacel!es amtain all t'e VTOL ftlactiaas - propulsive thrust, thrust madu- 
lation, m d  m t r o l  about all three axIU - witbut the need for rrdditimai lift fans or other 
&vices. 
A test program was carducted using a 55 fnch Hamilton Standard "Q-Fanw (fan 
pressure ratio oi 1.135) powered by a Lycoming 'I55 turboshaft engine (6500 i'o thrust) to: 
demonstrate the coatrol forces and moxter~ts inherent in this approach; identify and in- 
westigate potential problem areas which might arise when operating tbe engine/cantrol 
surhce in close proximity to the ground and; provide design data on thermal rmd acoustic 
loads. 
The T55 engine and nacelle m r n b l y  were loaned to Gnunman by NASA Ames 
Research Center under terms of NASA./G4C hilment agreement d2ted Jan. 20, 1977, 
'Ihe (h Fan and bclmical support for the testhg were supplied by Hamilton Standard 
Dir-ision of Lbitd Tkwhnologies. 
2 - SUMMARY 
The conccpt of a combined V/STOL propulsion and aircraft attitude control system 
was subjected to large s a l e  engine tests at  the Gmmman Bethpage V/STOL Static Test 
9c i l i ty  . The tilt nacelle/attitude contra1 vane package consisted of the T55 powered 
Hamilton Fmdard Q- FBn demonstrator, a NASA ~mes/Boeing V/STOL inlet zad fan 
exhaust nozzle and a boom-mounted attitude control vane assembly. Vane forces, 
moments, thermal and atastic characteristics as wel! as tfK effects on proputsion system 
performance were ~ ~ e a s u r e d  under conditions simulating hover in and out of ground effect. 
The principal ccaclusioos are: 
r krge values of vane control force were obtained at  maximum vane deflection 
(vane lift approaches 40% total thrust) 
Losses in Q-fan and T55 engine thrust and power levels due to vane and ground 
proximity effects were negligible and within the accuracy band of the measure- 
ments taken 
Structural 'temperature levels, distributions and differentials and th2 measured 
average heat transfer film ccefficients were tolerable 
The acoustic environment which the vane experienced was found to be no more 
severe than that measured cn sections of stnrcture of existing turbojet powered 
aircraft 
e Dpamic strain measurement; taken a t  key points in the vane structure showed 
very low strain levels 
Post test inspection of the vane assembly revealed no evidence of structural 
damage o r  thermal distress. 
3 - TEST PROGRAM 
3.1 OBJECTIVES 
The primary objectives of the test  program were to: 
Determine vane cartrol power a t  different vane locatians, deflection angles. 
and ground-vane separation distances 
Obtain design data based on measured 
- Steadj state vane surface pressure rlistributions 
- Acoustic and thermal inputs to the vane 
- Vane drag  losses 
- Engine b a c b r e s s u r e  losses caused by the vane and ground 
- Vane hinge moments. 
3.2 FACILITY AND EQI'IPMENT DESCRIPTION 
The tests were conducted a t  Crumman's test  site in Bethpage, N. Y. Figure 3.2- 1 
shows the test  setup. Hamilton Standard's Q- Fan demmstrator  was mounted an a thrust 
measuring tabte on top of the test stand. Fan centerline was 15 ft above the ground. The 
test  vane was mounted between booms which were in turn mounted on the test  stand. The 
boom support allowed horizartal and vertical variations of vane position relative to the 
engine/fan. A 20 ft x 20 ft simulated ground plane was attached to a movable frame which 
allowed variation of vane/ground plane separation, and relative pitch and roll attitudes. 
A chute was added to the lower edge of the ground plane which forced the impinging flow 
to turn under the plane and exhaust to the rear .  This was done to eliminate non-repre- 
sentatfve recirculation which might degrade fan o r  engine performance or generate spurious 
airloads on the nacelle. 
3.2.1 Propulsion Unit 
The Hamilton Standard Q- Fan Demonstrator is a 13-bladed, variable-pitch 55 inch 
diameter fan powered by a Lycoming 7'55-L-llA, 3750 hp, turbo shaft engine. The fan b s  
a bypass ratio of 17:l a rd  i s  driven through a 4.75:l reduction gear box. Fan maximum 
speed i s  3365 rpm. Details of the Q-Fan Demonstrator are contained in Reference I. 

Consistent with helicopter turboshaft engine practice, the T55-L-llA engine i s  
fitted with a divergent exhaust nozzle which reduces the core exhaust velocity to 340 ft/sec 
a t  maximum power. In contrast, the fan exit velocity i s  459 ft/sec. With the fan flow ra te  
at  450 lb/sec and the engine airflow rate 26.6 Ib/sec, it is evidefit that the fan flow is the 
predominant contributor to the fluid dynamic characteristics of the combined exhaust 
s'ream. Consequently, the dynamic pressure a t  the fan exit rather than a t  the engine 
exhaust outlet i s  used to non-dimensionalize the data where appropriate. Figure 3.2-1 
shows the test installation awing  a test with the vane in the centerline position and the 
ground plane mounted a t  an angle close to the vane structure. Figure 3.2-2 depicts the 
vane a t  the offset position 3. Chly the centerline and the number 3 positions were used in 
this program. Pertinent dimensions a r e  given in Figure 3.2-3. 
At the outset the fadengine unit was equipped with a fan inlet acd exhaust nozzle 
assembly scpplied by Boeing Military Aircraft Development, Seattle. This assembly i s  
shown schematically in Fig. 3.2-3 and described in detail in Reference 2. The fan speed 
hunting problem described in  Sutsection 4.3.3 led to replacement of the Boeing inlet with the 
Hamilton Standard k l lmouth  assembly. This bellmouth was used for  a l l  vane performance 
tests (Fig. 3.2-1). 
3.2.2 Control F7ane Design 
The control vane is a two-dimensional airfoil panel having a 3C. 4 in. chord, 63.75 
in. span and a 10% thickness-to-chord ratio. It incorporates a geared trailing edge 
flap which pivots about the 705  chord station. Flap deflection is controlled by hvo out- 
board links which are grounded to the boom supports. These links provide a flap-to-vane 
deflection ratio of 1.0 and are strain gage instrumented to derive component load correc- 
tions to vane force balance measurements. 
Two force balances a r e  mounted to either side of the vane at the 45  percent chord 
station and a r e  the main structural members supporting the vane in the boom assembly. 
The balances measure vane iift force (may 6000 lb), d rag  force ( m a  3000 lb) and pitch- 
ing moment (max 36,000 in. lb) about the vane pivot axis (0.45 c). A model schematic 
presented a s  Fig. 3.2-3 shows the location of the vane pivot =is relative to the nacelle. 
An electrical actuator mounted on the left boom i s  used to vary vane deflection. 
A cardion cam type potenticmeter fixed to the right boom provides a direct measurement 
of vane angle. 


3 . 2 . 2 . 1  Lr,ads and Criteria - The critical design load for the control vane occurs a t  the 
maxlillruli deuected position, 30 degrees nose up to 30 degrees nose down. Measure- 
ments made during small scale wind tunnel tests indicated that the maximum control 
vane i s  about 405 of the maximum engine thrust. Since the maximum thrust of the Q- Fan 
engine i s  about 6500 lb, the design limit load for the control vane is conservatively assum- 
ed to be 3000 lb. The chordwise pressure distribution for the design limit load is presented 
rn Fig. 3.2-4. 
Proof of structural strength by static test was not included in the program: there- 
fore a design ultimate factor of safety of 2.0 was used. Since the total test time was not 
expected to exceed 100 hours, fatigue life was not a design consideration except in the case 
of sonic fatigue. Snnic fatigue analyses were conducted, a s  discussed in Subsection 
3.2.2.2, to ensure s ~ r v i v a l  in the severe sonic environment. Compression buckling of 
the skin could degnde  the sonic fatigue life, although data supporting this opinion i s  very 
limited. Therefore, i t  was decided to design the structxre so  that the skins would not 
buckle at limit load. 
3.2.2.2 Sonic Fatigue - The control vane is subjected to high in te~s i ty  noise levels pro- 
duced by the direct im~ingement of the * Fan engine exhaust flow. Sound pressure levels 
on 15,. structure were predicted for the maximum thrust condition using procedures of 
Rcference 3. Stress levels resulting from excitation of the structure by the noise field 
generated at maximum thrust were predicted by analytical techniques presented in 
Reference 4. 
The stress prediction procedures of Reference 4 a r e  based on data derived from 
analysis and tests of skin stringer panels. The control vane design consists of a box t-vpe 
construction of two skins with interconnecting ribs. Reference 5 states that analysis pro- 
cedures for skin stringer construction will over estimate the s t resses  in box type struc- 
tures by a factor of 2. Based on this data, the s t ress  predictions on the control vane were 
reduced in half. 
Jn addition, adjustments were made to account for the presence of s tress  concen- 
trations. These adjustments consisted of increasing the s t ress  predictions by a factor of 3. 
Pr:diction of fatigue life of an acoustically excited structure requires the use of 
random SN daia for the material used. Such data was derived from SN curves based on 
constant amplitude and constant frequency loading. A computer program, "RNDSN, " was 
used to derive the necessary curves. The curves and predicted stresses were used to 
determine the number of cycles to failure of the structure. 
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The required fatigue life was based on: the exposure time, the fundamental 
resonant frequency cf the structure and a scatter factor of 5. Comparison of the pre- 
dicted with the required fatigue life was used to determine if the design was acceptable. 
The analysis procedure yielded a minimum acceptabie skin gauge of 0.080 in. 
Based on this skin gauge and design techniques of Reference 4, an allowable minimum 
r ib  gauge of 0.090 in. was obtained. 
3.2.2.3 Structural Description - For this test i t  was not necessary to provide a struc- 
tural arrangement representative cf a flight worthy control vane. The design mjective 
was to conservatively design a vane to withstand the combination of airload, high engine 
core exhaust temperatures and severe acoustic environment, and which could also bc 
manufactured inexpensively in a short period of time. That is ,  weight was not a design 
consideration. Essentially, the control vane was considered to be a prototype to he used 
for obtaining design data (i . e. , a i r  loads, vibration, acoustic environment, temperatures). 
The general structural arrangement and dimensions of the test vane a r e  shown in 
Fig. 3.2-5. The construction is conventional sheet/stringer with front and rea r  beam and 
chordwise ribs. The trailing edge tab i s  supported off the rear beam by three hinges. 
The material selected for the skins i s  a titanium alloy, 6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2M0, which has 
improved elevated temperature performance. It i s  creep resistant and relatively stable 
to about 1050" F. Titanium was the choice over steel because the thermal coefficient of 
expansion and the modulus of elasticity of titanium alloys a r e  one-half of the corresponding 
values for steel. Since thermal s t resses  are a direct function of these two parameters the 
thermal s tresses in Titanium a r e  one-fourth the thermal s tresses in steel. The skin 
thickr.ess i s  .112 inches. 
The chordwise ribs a re  fabricated from 0.090 in. A286 stainless steel sheet. For mini- 
mizing thermal s tresses,  i t  would have been preferable to use a titanium alloy for the ribs 
but the stainless steel was selected for rabrication convenience. Stainless steel sheet can 
be cold formed to much smaller bend radii than titanium alloy sheet and i t  was undesirable, 
for reasons of cost and schedule, to resort  to hot forming. The ribs a r e  used to stabilize 
the skins and d~str ibute airloads to the front and rea r  beams. As mentimed earlier,  the 
spacing of the ribs was selected to preclude compression buckling of the skins zt  limit 
load. The fasteners a r e  made of A-286 stainless steel. The vane pivots about a shaft 
attached at each end of the vane to two support ribs. The support ribs transfer the pivot 
shaft shear loads and bending reactions to the vane structure. The shafts a r e  supported 
by two hearings mounted in the test fixture booms. All lateral loads a r e  resisted by the 
30.4 IN. x 63.75 IN. 
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Fig. 3.2-5 Test Vane 
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left side spherical bearing. The control vane actuator load i s  applied to a torqcc a r m  
boltec~ to  he end of the left pivot shaft. 
3.2.2. ,: Strcss and Thermal Analyses - The control vane structure car r ies  the a i r  loads 
a s  a l)cam, simply supported s t  both er.cls. The shear loads a r e  resisted ia the front ant1 
r ea r  beam while most of the bending moment i s  sustained by spanwise tension and com- 
pression s t resses  in the v.pper and lower skins. Due to the non-bucklii-g criteria,  ;lie s!\in 
s t rcsscs  a r e  quite low ( a b u t  20,000 psi a t  limit load). 
The vane design thermal environment, presev,ed in Fig. 3.2-G creates two basic 
thermal gradient patterns. The f i rs t  i s  due to the external skins heating up more rapidlj7 
than the s u b - s t ~ ~ ~ c t u r e ,  particularly during the initial transient at star t  up. 'I'his gradient 
induces compression thermal s t resses  in the skins. The second thermal s t ress  condition 
i s  the result of the spanwise temperature variation along the vane surface. The portions 
of the surface skin immersed in the center of the core exhaust plume were estimated to bc 
500" E' to 900' I hotter than the a rea  on either side of the heated portion. The hot portion 
of the skin expands and i s  constrained by the cooler portions, causing significant chord- 
wise tilerma1 s t resses  in the transition zone between the hot and cooler areas.  
Thermal s t resses  were analytically determined for  the thermal gradients to verify 
the .iLructural integrity of the vane. The s t r e s s  pattern associated with the first gradient 
(between the skin and sub-structure) was compounded by material dissimilarity. 'The 
thermal coefficient of expansion of the titanium skins i s  half that of the underlyi:lg steel 
ribs. Analysis indicated that the unequal expansion resulted in excessive attachment loads 
To alleviate this situation the r ib  caps were notched between el7ery third rivet. 'I'his rc- 
duced the attach men^ loads to tolerable levels. To a s ses s  the thermal s t resses  induced 
by the spanwise temperature variations, an elastic analysis was performed. 'fie maxi- 
mum thermal s t ress  calculated was a chordwise compressive s t ress  of 36,000 psi in the 
hot portion G;  the titanium skin. The compression yield strength of Ti-6-2-4-2 at 900" I: 
i s  72,000 psi so  the desired factor of safety of 2.0 was maintained. 
3 . 2 . 3  Instrumentation 
The data acquisition, recording and reduction equipment used in this program arc 
described ..I the following subsections. 
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3.2.3.1 Vane Aerodynamic Performance Characteristics - Vane lift, a rag  and pitching 
moment, in the vane body axis system, were measured with multicomponent force balances 
mounted in the left and right vane pivots and with strain gages on the flap gearing links 
(Fig. 3.2-7). The forc-s and moments were summed vectorially with the quations 
shown on this figure. The m e  force balaillces and the lower ends of the flap gearing links 
were attached to non-metrtc support struchirc- ?hat bypassed the table of the nacelle thrust 
stand (Fig. 3.2-1). Vane surface pressures were measured with chordwise surface pres- 
sure tap arrays on the upper and lower surfaces located at 6%, 36% and 83% of the left 
hand semi-spar (Fig, 3.2-8). These 39 channels of pressure data were acquired with a 
Scani-valve located within the vane structure. 
3.2.3.2 Fan a d  Engine Perf~rmance - Table 3.2-1 l is ts  the instrum2ntation used for 
operation and control of the fan/engine combination, for monitoring and recording stresses,  
temperatures, displacements and accelerations of critical components of the fan/gearbox 
assembly, and ;hose associated with the automatic shutdown and the various warnin: 
systems. 
The entire nacelle assembly, except for the vane and its support system, was 
mounted on a thrust table (Fig. 3.2-1) which measured total installed thrust. For correla- 
tion and diagnostic purposes, fan gross thrust was calculated from the fan nozzle exit 
properties measured with the pair of pressure and temperature rakes shown in Fig. 
3.2-9. Engine gross thrust, whicn constituted only 4% of the total nacelle thrust, was 
determined from the engine manufacturer's specification, using measured shaft horse- 
power a s  the independent variable. 
For assessment of back pressure effects, the average engine nozzle exit static 
pressure was determined with the four static pressure taps a t  the nozzle exit piane 
(F' .2-10). Fan nozzle exit pressures -.vere measured by the static pressure probes 
of a rakes shown in Fig. 3.2-9. 
3.2.3.3 Structural Dynamic Measurements - ' ihe dynamic components of the s t resses  
induced a t  various points in the vane structure by the turbulent coaxial fan and engine 
exhaust streams were measured by 12 high-frequency single-arm axial-strain gages 
(Fig. 3.2-3 1). Sound pressure levels felt by the vane were measured by five Ngh in- 
tensity microphones (Kulite pressure transducers) mounted flush in the upper and lower 
vane skins at a chordwise station located 15$ in, from the vane centerline (Fig. 3.2-8 
and 3.2-1 1). Assessment was made of the effect of the ground plane on the sound 
pressure levels that would be felt by aircraft structure adjacent ::J the nacelle via 
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Fig. 3.2-8 Installation Vane Instrumenation Pressures, 
Temperatures & Acorntics (Shoot 3 of 3) 
1. CONTINUOUSLY MUNITORE0 ( i h d  R d  Ru(u-) 
a GasProducerSpad,N1 
a Power Turbine Speed, N2 
a Power Turbine Inlet Temp., TT 
a Fan Blade Angle 7 
a Power Lever Angle 
a Engine Oil Pressure 
a Engine Oil Temperature 
a Engine Dri. s Shaft Toque 
a Fuel Pressure 
a Lube Oil Temperature (inlout) 
a Lubeoil Flow 
2. RECORDED BY HAMILTON-STANDARD 
a Ring Gear Proximeten (4) 
a Sun Gear Proximeten (2) 
a Retaining Nut Proximeters (2) 
a Blade Bending Stress (3) 
a Torque 
a Fan Speed 
3. AUTOMATlC SHUTDOWN &WARNING SYSTEMS 
a N2 Overspeed Shutdown (2) 
a Overtoque Shutdown 
a Gearbox and Engine Chip Detector Warning 
a Engine Low Oil Level Warning 
a Gearbox Low Oil Pressure Warning 
a Temperature (Engine Case and Cowl) Warning 
a Engine Fuel Filter Pressure Warning 
a Chip Detector - Fan Gearbox 
a Chip Detector - Engine Gearbox 
a Lube Oil Reuure 
a Engina Vibration (3) 
a inlet Vibration (2) 
Gearbox Vibration (2) 
a Engine Temperature (8) 
a Nacelle Cavity Temperature $2) 
a Wind Direction 
a Wind Velocity 
a Ambient Air Temperature 
a Ambient Air Pressure 
a Blade Angle 
a Gas Producer Speed 
a Sun Gear Stress (7)  
a Idler Carrier Acceleration (4) 
a Inlet Acceleration (2) 
a Gearbox Acceleration (2) 
oO 
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PROBES R ' R ~ ~ ~  
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PM3 
PTMl1 
PTP.112 
TTM4 
PTM13 
PTM14 
PT M15 
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lTM5 
PTM17 
PTM18 
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PTM20 
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Fig. 3.2-9 Fan Duct Instrumentation 
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NOTE: MICROPHONE 1.2.3, 
ON LOWER SKIN (01 
MICROPHONE 4.5, 
ON UPPER SKIN (4 
MIC ~ 0 . 1  LOC. AF : OF L.E. 
8.2 INCHES 
9.2 INCHES 
VANE STARBOARb SIDE - LOOKING DOWN 
TVP CKTS 4 , 9  & 12 ;FA\ 
TYP ctcrs 1.6.10 
(+5 ON TOF SKIN) 
Fig. 3.2-1 1 Location of Microphones 81 Strain Gages on Vane 
measurements taken with a single high intensity condenser microphone mounted on test 
stand sixucture 43 ft to tbe right of tbe nacelle and 2 ft above the engine centerline. 
3.2.3.4 Structural Temperatures - Th-88 were used to measure tempera- 
tures of the inner surfaces of the upper and lower vane skins at  32 locations, the center 
flap bearing structure rrnd the actuator motor surface (fig. 3.2-8). 
3.2.3.5 Data F&cording and Processing Equipment - The data recording equipment used 
for al! steady-state measurem~ts consists of a CQ-cbz:  SEL 600 digital data acquisition 
system controlled by a SEL 810 A -era1 plrpose compltcr. The data were recorded in 
digital form on magnetic tape for off-line reduction to engineering units, During each test 
~zllect* critical channels were printed out in real time for operational monitoring pir- 
pses. Final engineering data was printed out on a Could 4800 printer/plotter. 
Tht: chams! designations and the unit.. of each measurement are  s h m  in Table 
3.2-2, It should be noted that the last three of the 64-channels were used for the pres- 
sure data acquired by the three Scani-valres. 
The vane force and moment data m e a s d  by the balances and drag liaks weze 
reduced to coefficient form and transformed to the nacelle body axis system with a 
Hmlett Packard 8930 computer. This computer wasa also used to reduce all of the engine 
power output and fan performance data. The tabular outputs of both computers for all of 
the tests are presented in Apgmdix A. 
Tbe acoustic and ci:.lamic structural stress data and a time code signal were re- 
corded on a multi-channel tape recorder system and subsequently were reduced by a one- 
third octave band real time analyzer and plotted by an X-Y recorder. 
3.2.4 Test Procedure 
Vane, fan and engine performance data were measured over a series of discrete 
vane deflection angles for each vane/gromd , m e  d ~ g u r a t i o n  tested. Engine power and 
fan blade angle were held constant while data were being recorded a t  each deflection angle. 
A typical run consisted of one minute of operaticm at constant thrust level for each vane 
deflection angle in the sequence of 0, +lo, +20, +25, t30, 0, -10, -20, -25, -30, 0 
degrees. The majorit4 of the data were taken at maximum attainable thrust and with a 
nacelle configuration consisting of the Hamilton Standard bellmouth inlet and the Boeing 
fan nozzle and engine cowling. 

Table 3.2-2 SEL 600 Data Acquisition System Channel AssiQImants & %its of Maaumncnt 
!sheet 2 of 3) 
Channel 
No. 
62-28 
62-29 
62-30 
62-1 1 
62-32 
62-33 
62-34 
62-35 
62-36 
62-37 
62-38 
62-39 
6 2 4 0  
6241  
6242  
6243  
6244  
6245  
6 2 4 6  
62-47 
6240 
63-1 
63 -2 
63-3 
6 3 4  
63-5 
63-t 
63-7 
63-8 
63-9 
63-10 
63-1 1 
63-1 2 
63-13 
63-14 
63-15 
63-16 
63-17 
63-18 
63-19 
63-20 
63-21 
63-22 
63-23 
63-24 
J 
Name of Msaurammlt 
Fan Face Cow! Static Press.. PC15 
Fan Inlet Rake PTF41 
Fan Inlet Rake PTF43 
Fan Inlet Rake PTF 4 5  
Fan Inlet Rake PTF47 
Fan inlet Rake PP-5 Static 
Fan Inlet Rake PTF-W 
Fan Inlet Rake PTF-51 
Fan Inlet Rake PTF-53 
Fan Inlet Rake PTF-55 
Fan Inlet Rake PTF-57 
Fan Inlet Rake PP-6 Static 
Fan Inlet Rake PTF-60 
Ref Press. 
Fan Inlet Rake PTF-61 
Fan Inlet Rake PTF-63 
Fan Inlet Rake PTF65 
Fan In!e: Rake PTF67 
Fan Inlet Rake PP-7 Static 
Fan Inlet Rake PTF-70 
Ref Press. 
Fan Exhaust Rake PM-1 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-1 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-2 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-3 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM4 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-5 
Ret Press. 
Inlet Throat Stdtic Press., PC-13 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-6 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-7 
Fqn Exhaust Rake PTM-8 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-9 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-10 
Fan Exhaust Rake PM-2 
Ref Pf-rs 
Inlet Throat Static Press., PC-33 
Fan Exhaust Rake PM-3 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-11 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-12 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-13 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-14 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM 15 
Ref Press. (4.5 psig) 
Inlet Throat Static Press. PC-37 
Chnd 
No. 
63-25 
63-26 
63-27 
63-28 
63-29 
63-30 
63-31 
63-32 
63-33 
63-34 
63-35 
63-36 
63-37 
63-38 
63-39 
6 3 4 0  
6341  
6 3 4 2  
6 3 4 3  
6 3 4 4  
6 3 4 5  
6 3 4 6  
6 3 4 7  
6 3 4 8  
64-1 
64-2 
64-3 
644 
64-5 
64-6 
64-7 
64-8 
64-9 
64-10 
64-11 
!3?-12 
G4-13 
64-14 
64-15 
64-16 
64-1 7 
64-18 
64-19 
64-20 
64-21 
Name of Mwsunment 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-16 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM 17 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-18 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-19 
Fan Exhaust Rake PTM-20 
Fan Exhaust Rake P M 4  (inoperative) 
Ref Prms. 
1.1let Throat Static Press., PC-38 
Eng Comp Face Rake PTC-10 
Eng Comp Face Rake PTC-22 
Eng Camp Face Rake PTC-34 
Eng Camp Face dake PTC-46 
Eng Comp Face Rake PSC-2 
Eng Comp Face Rake PSC4 
Eng Comp Face Rake PSC-6 
Eng Comp Face Rake PSC-8 
Ref Press. 
Ref Press. 
Eng E x h m  PN-2 
Eng Ext-.sun PN-1 
Eng Exhaust P N 4  
Eng Exhaust PN-3 
Ref Press. 
Ref Press. 
Ref Press. 
Vane Press. PT-I 
Vane Press. PS-2 
Vace Press. PS-3 
Vane Press. PS4 
Vane Press. PS-5 
Vane Press. PS-6 
Vane Press. PS-7 
Vane Press. P T 8  
Vane Press. PS-9 
Ref Press. 
Van- Press. PS-IO 
Vane Press. PS-11 
Vane Press. 6 1 2  
Vane Press. PS-13 
Vane Press. PS-14 
Vaae Press. PT-15 
Vanc Press. PS-16 
Lane Press. PS-17 
Vane Press. PS-18 
Ref Press. 
1 
Table 3.2-2 SEL 600 Data Atquitition Synrm Chnnd A-t & Units of Mk.rumntmt 
(%t 3 of S' 
NOTE: All pcrruies are in PSI gage- Inlet rakes were r e m o d  prior to test no. 101 
f 
N m  of M.rrureimilt 
Vane Press. 6-32 
Vane Press. 6-33 
Vane Press. PS-34 
Vane Pr-. PS-35 
Vane Press. PS-36 
Ref Press. 
VanePrea-PS-37 
Vane Press. PS-38 
Vane Press. PS-39 
Open 
Chnnl 
No. 
64-36 
64-37 
64-38 
64-39 
6440 
6441 
6442 
6443 
6444 
6445 
C h d  
No. 
64-22 
64-23 
64-24 
64-25 
64-26 
64-27 
64-28 
64-29 
64-30 
64-31 
64-32 
Nnwof  Mcrcunmnt 
Vane Press. PS-19 
Vane Press. 6 - 2 0  
V m  R ~ P .  -21
V ~ X  P ~ w .  6 - 2 2  
Lane Press. 6 - 2 3  
Vane Press. PS-24 
Vane Press. PS-25 
Vane Press. PS-26 
Vane Press. PS-27 
Ref Press. 
Yam Press. 6 - 2 8  
64-33 
64-34 
64-35 
Vane Press. PS-29 
Vane Press. 6-30 
Vane Press. PS-31 
It should be noted that the one-minute run duration, which was dictated by the 
commutation cycle of the data acquisition system, exceeds the anticipated full 
scale talues of immersion time. The temperatures of the vane structure near mid-span 
were monitored in real time during these runs to guard against damage of the instrumenta- 
tion equipment mounted within the vane. 
1 - TEST RESLTLTS 
The sequence of tests run, the configurations tested and the power settings used 
a r e  summarized in Table 4.1-1. The test conductor's log sheets and the computer print- 
outs of the data acquired a r e  contained in Appendix A. Analyses of tfie important test 
results are presented in the following subsections. 
4.2 AERODk'PU'AXIIC PERFORMANCE 
The primary objective of the test program was to obtain control vane forces and 
monlents from a large scale model of thc Grumman V/STOLnacelle. Addiuonal data, 
related to the effects of height above ground, power setting, and nacelie pitch and roll 
attitudes in ground proximity, were also obtained for different vane locations. Analyses 
of the test data indicated that: 
The centerline vane location results in higher levels of vane control effective- 
ness than the off-center location when operating out of ground effect. 
The centerline vane location i s  more sensitive to the presence of ground than 
the off-center locatio:~. 
There is no effect of power setting on the levels of vane force and moment co- 
efficients for the off-center location operating out of ground effect. 
Pitch and bank angle have no major effect on the levels of vane effectiveness. 
Subscate test results obtained to date correlate well with those of the full scale 
test article both with respect to data magnitude and trends. 
1.2.1 Test Configuration and Data Reduction 
The T-55/Q-Fan Vane Test Article i s  of unsweyt rectangular planform with an 
aspect ratio of 2.097 (chord = 30.4 in., span - 63.75 in. ) and 64A010 airfoil section. A 
plain trailing edge flap (hinged a t  0 . 7 0 ~ )  i s  provided to augment the effectiveness of the 
basic su-face. The deflection of the flap i s  geared to that of the unflapped vane surface in 
a 1:l ratio. 17te entire vane surface i s  pivoted about i ts  0 . 4 5 ~  point and i s  mounted be- 
tween two booms extending from the fan cowl. Other pertinent geometric information for 
the  two vane configurations tested appears in Ftg. 1.2- 1. 
Forces and nlonients generated by the vane are presented in non-din~ensionalized 
coetfi~it tni  i01 ,.l: 
\'.me Lift Coefficient. C , 
\-me Drag Coefficient, C 
x 
- 
 Lift 
Installed Gross  Thrust 
- 
 Drag 
Installed Gross  Thrust  
Vane Pitching Moment Coefficient, C = l'itclling 1Ioment 
m Instailed Gross  ' f i rus t  s I'ane Chord 
Pitching nmonlents are referenced to the vane pivot point (0. J5c); sign convention and refer-  
ence axis sys tem used to define vane forces  and moments are depicted in Fig. 4.2-3. 
The majority of the vane effectiveness t e s t s  were  performed a t  the rnarti~llunl thrust 
setting available which corresponds to a fan p ressure  rat io of a b u t  1.135. The fan-to-core 
djnamic p ressure  ra t io  a t  this condition i s  between 6 and 7. 
4.2.2kE:ffect of I'ane Location 
The effect of vane location i s  presented in Fig. 4.2-3 and 4.2-4 fo r  the out-of-ground 
effect and in-ground effect conditions, respectively. F o r  the out-of-ground effect case ,  the 
centerline vane location resul ts  in symmetr ical  and higher levels of control effectiveness 
( I'ig -1.2-3). \\?th the off-center location (designated position 31, effectiveness i s  not 
s ~ m n i e t r i c  with respect  to deflection. Stall occurs  in the vicinity of 25 degrees deflection. 
For tne configurntion of Fig. 4.2-4, which represents  the a i rc ra f t  at r e s t  on the deck, the 
centerilne vane location exhibits a m o r e  nowl inear  variation of effectiveness with deflec- 
tion tha:? :he off-center position. 
4.2.3 Effect of Boom Endplates 
An e a r l i e r  series of subscale vane configuration development t e s t s  had indicated 
the desi rabi lit? of adding endplates in o r d e r  to increase  levels of vane effectiveness. In 
vizw of this, the T-55/Q-Fan stat ic tes t  ar t ic le  was equipped with endplates f o r  the 
majority of tests .  She incremental effects due to the endplates were  ascertained by con- 
ducting one :est run with the endplates removed; the result ing data being shown in Fig. 
4.2-5. Although some increase  in vane effectiveness i s  present especially at negative vtne  
deflection angles, it is conjectured that the full benefit of endplating was not realized due 
to leakage through a gap of 3/8 in. between the vane t ip  chords and the endplates. This gap 
allowed flow between the upper and lower vane surfaces ,  somewhat negating the effective- 
ness  of the endplates. 
4.2.4 Effect of Power Setting 
- 
For the configuration tested (off-center vane location operating out of ground effect) 
there i s  no effect of power setting on the levels of vane effectiveness coefficients a s  may be 
observed from the data presented in Fig. 4.2-6. This i s  consistent with subscale test re- 
sults and demonstrates the utility of normalizing the vane forces with gross thrust. 
1.2.5 Effect of Ground Froximity 
I The effect of pmdmity to ground on the levels of \me control effectiveness co- 
efficients is shown in Fig. 4.2-7 and 4.2-8 for the off-center and centerline vane positions, 
respectively. For both vane positions tested, ground effects were evident a t  a grouna plane 
distance of 40 in. from the vane trailing edge. At 60 in. groundplane distance only the off- 
center location displavs a difference in data from the free-air case. The centerline posi- 
tion possesses a more non-linear variation in effectiveness due to the presence of ground 
than the off-center location (which basically displays zero-lift angle and lift curve slope 
shifts). 
4 . 2 .  b Effect of Pitch Attitude 
Pitch attitude (in ground effect) has no effect on the levels of vane ccntrol effective- 
1.t-5 [or the off-center location (Fig. 4.2-9) and only minor effect on the levels for the 
ccnterline location (Fig. 4.2- 10). 
4.2.7 Effect of Bank Attitude 
Control vane effectiveness is essentially independent of vehicle bank attitude 
(Fig. 4.2-11 thru 4.2-14). The only differences in effecllveness displayed by the data a r e  
minor ones which appeared for the centerline vane po.sition when bank was combined with a 
- 
pitch attitude of 10" (Fig. 4.2-14). 
4.2.8 Comparison of Vane Force Balance Measurements and Pressure Measurement 
For Determination of Vane Forces and hloments 
The test vane was inrtrumented to provide direct strain gauge measurement of the 
forces and moments a s  well a s  spanwise and chordwise pressure measurements which 
could be integrated to determine the forces and moments. 
Thirty nine pressure taps located at  three semi-span stations (6?, 36% and 83% of 
- the vane semi-span) measured the pressure distribution across the vane. The chordwise 
pressures were measured by taps a t  the leading edge, 5%, lo%, 60%, 72% and 90% of the 
chord on both upper and lower surfaces. Flap pressures were measured by taps at 72% 
and 90T of the vane chord. 
The results obtained by chordwise and spanwise integrations o i  the pressure data 
closely match the force and pitching moment characteristics obtained from direct balance 
measurements a s  shown Ln n b l e  4.2-1 and illustrated in Fig. 4.2-15 (for m 110). The 
figure shows that the close correlation is obtained for all vane deflections. 
4.2.9 Comparison of T-55/Q- Fan and Subscale Test Results 
Comparison of an 8 in. fan exit subscale test with results from the ~ - 5 5 / e F ' a n  
program a r e  shown in Fig. 4.2-16. Considering that data taken a t  higher deflection angles 
results in vane stall which i s  scale sensitive, very reasonable correlation is obtained. 
Also, subscale data was obtained a t  a somewhat different value of vane-to-flap gearing 
ratio. Additional data which more accurately duplicates the vane-to-flap gearing dupli- 
cates the data trends at lower values of vane deflection displayed by the T-55/+ Fan test 
data. 
Table 4.1-1 Summary of Test Program 
TEST NO. 
101-23 
104 
110 
1 1 1  
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120-02 
121 
122 
123 
FAN BLAOE 
ANGLE 
b?O 
56' 
6eC 
56O 
6' 
56O 
6' 
66O 
so 
56' 
56' 
5 6 O  
6' 
POWER TURBINE 
WEE0 RANGE 
16,980,15,200, 
14,400, 12,000 
15,000 
16,000,13,400 
1 1,400 
16.000 
16,000 
16,000 
15,000 
16,000 
15,000 
15,000 
15.000 
15,000 
15,000 
VAhE 
POSITION 
VANE 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
% 
% 
CONFIGURATION 
DEFL RANGE 
REMOVED 
-30' TO +30° 
-30' TO +30° 
-30' TO +30° 
-30° TO +30° 
-30° TO +30° 
.30° TO +30° 
.30° TO +30° 
-30' TO +30° 
-30' TO +30° 
-30' TO +30° 
-30' TO +30° 
-30' TO +30° 
REMARKS 
BASELINE DATA WITH BOEING INLET 
ACOUSTIC & STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC 
DATA ONLY 
HAMILTON STANDARD BELLMOUTH IN- 
STALLED FOR REMAINDER OF PROGRAM 
CHIP DETECTOR LIGHT-PLANETARY 
GEAR SYSTEM OVERHEATEO 
END PLATES REMOVED 
END PLATES REPLACED 
OROUND PLANE 
OlSf FROM VANE T.E. 
342 IN. 
342 IN. 
GROUND PLANE 
REMOVED 
120 IN. 
60 IN. 
40 IN. 
40 IN. 
40 IN. 
40 IN. 
342 IN. 
342 IN. 
60 IN. 
40 IN. 
% 
'z 
% 
SOME FAN SPEED HUNTING & INLET 
VORTICES SEEN 
CONSIDERABLE FAN SPEED HUNTING & 
INLET VORTEX ACTIVITY 
L 
40 IN. 
40 IN. 
40 IN, 
-30' TO +30° 
-30' TO +30° 
-30' TO + 30' 
15.000 56' 
CONFIOURATION 
PITCH 
ANOLE 
o0 
o0 
- 
o0 
o0 
0" 
lo0 
0" 
lo0 
o0 
o0 
o0 
o0 
15.000 
15.000 
I 
ROLL 
ANGLE 
0' 
0' 
o0 
0' 
o0 
o0 
7O 
7O 
0' 
o0 
o0 
o0 
1 o0 
o0 
lo0 
56O 
56' 
o0 
7' 
7' 

I LIFT (+I 
PITCHING MOMENT 
DRAG (+) 
Fig. 42-2 Control Vanr Form & Momont Dofinition 
0 RUN 110 POSITION 3 (OFF-CENTER) 
0 RUN 118 CENTERLINE POSITION 
0 =  oO,$= oO 
VANE DEFLECTION, 6 ", DEG 
Fig. 4.2-3 Effect of Vane Location Out of Ground Effects 
3 8 
Fig. 4.2-4 Effect of Vane Location in Ground Effect 
VI?:JE DEFLECTION. 6 ". DEG 
1639-017 
Cig.r1.2-5 Effect of Boom Endplates MCmhr Vuw Potitior. 
RUN 110 
0 MAXIMUM THRUSf 
a 0 81 MAX THRUST 
d 3.58 MAX.  THRUST 
VANE POSITION 3 
8 - 0 0 . 4 - 0 0  
- - . ,  - 
4.4 
FiQ 4.2-6 E f k t  of k r  Setting Ott-Cantor Vwn Position 
0 RUN 110 GROUNO PLANE REMOVED 
- 
111 GRCUNO PLANE 8 120 I # .  
112 GROUND PLANE @ SO IN. 
113 GROUND PLANE Q 40 IN. 
VANE POSITION 3 
0.3 
0.2 
C ~ x  
0.1 
0 
VANE DEFLECTION, 6,, . DEG 
1839-019 
Fig. 4.2-7 Effect of Ground Proximity Off-Con:- Vane Rniiion 
VANE DEF LECfION. 6 ,. DE3 
1639-020 
4.2-8 E fhct of OIound Proximity Centor Lkw V& Position 
VANE DEF LECTIOS. SY DEG 
1639421 
04  
0 2  
0 
0 2  
0.4 
Fig. 42-9 Effect of Pit& A t t h &  Off-Cmm Vau Poriti#l 
44 
r- 3 RUN 113 8 = oo 
0 RUN 114 e = lo0 
. VANE POStT ION 3. 4 = 0' 
GROUND P U N €  Q 40 IN. 
- 
- 
-- 
121 e =lo0 
GROUND PLANE @ 40 IN. 
-24 -1 6 8 0 8 16 24 3: 
VANE DEFLECTION. a,. DEG 
Fig. 4.2-10 Effect of Pitch Attitude Center Line Vane Position 
(? RUN 113 @ =  o0 
0 115 t#~ = 7O 
VANE POSITION 3 
0.2 t SROUND PLANE 8 40 IN 
-32 -24 -16 43 0 8 I F 24 32 
VANE DEFLECTION. b,,, DEG 
04 
Cm .4x 0 
Fig. 4.2-11 Effect of Bank Attitude at 0 = 0' Off-Center Vcrne Position 
-- 
a e - a  
*-- . -- - 
0 
-.04 
Fig. 4.2-12 Effect of Bank Attitude a 8 = 10' OffCenter Vane Position 
4 7 DmGINAL PAGE IS 
m R  QUALITY 
QRUN 120 4 =  0' 
Q 1224=7O 
Fig. 42-13 Effrct of Bank Attitudr at 8 = 0' Conterlinr V m  Position 
4 8 
0'4 1 RUN I21 4 = o0 
123 4 = 7' 
GROUND PLANE 8 40 IN. 
0.1 - 
u 
-32 -24 -16 -8 0 8 i 6 24 32 
VANE DEFLECTION. hV. DEG 
Fig. 4.2-14 Effect of Bank Attitude at 8 = 10' Centerline Vane Position 
Table 4.2-1 T55IQ-Fan Vane Characteristics. Comparison of Force & Momant Coefficients 
Obtained from Pressure & Force Measurements 
VANE 
P a  
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
END 
PLATES 
ON 
ON 
ON 
ON 
OFF 
OFF 
RUN 
NO. 
110 
113 
110 
110 
11 7 
118 
VANE 
DEF,DEG 
1 1  
21 
26 
31 
20 
19 
GROUND 
PLANE, IN. 
324 
324 
324 
324 
324 
324 
C ~ . 4 5  - 
PRESS 
0.0024 
0.0098 
0.0144 
-0.0057 
0.0128 
0.0208 
BAL 
0.0092 
0.017 
OR18 
4.W7 
0.0197 
0.0235 
'FZ 'FX 
PRESS 
0.1127 
0.257 
PRESS. 
0.0298 
0.1317 
BAL 
0.125 
0.275 
0.305 
0.251 
0.264 
0.271 
BAL 
0.@310 
0.110 
0.317 0.1951 0.160 
0.285 I 0.2181 1 0.201 
0.1031 
0.0985 
0.264 
0.277 
0.1252 
0.1196 
'- PRESSURE 
BALANCE 
VANE DEFLECTION DEGREES 
Fig. 4.2-15 VSTOL Q-Fan Vane Characteristics Pressure Integration 
vs Balance, Run 110 
OFF-CENTER POSITION CENTERLlNE POSITION 
@ T - ~ ~ I Q - ~ A N  
118 SCALE iv?OCEL 
a T-5513-FAN 
8 118 SCALE MODEL 
NO1 E .  DATA WlTH 
GtiOUND PLANE 
REMOVED 
VANE DEFLECTION, bV, DEG 
1639-028 
Fig. 4.2-16 Comparison With 118 Scale Model Test Data 
-1.3 PROPVLSION AXALYSES 
4 . 3 . 1  Effects of Vane and Ground Plane on Exhaust Nozzle Exit Pressures -
An objective of the test was tn determine the effects of vane orieqtation and ground 
plane separation distance on fan and engine nozzle exit pzessures. A back pressure im- 
posed upon the exit plane of either the fa11 o r  engine exhaust nozzle inay degrade fan gross 
thrust, and will reduce turbine output power. Measurements of fan and engine nozzle exit 
static pressures were taken to de te~mine the magnitudes of the back pressures felt by the 
~lozzles due to the presence of the vare at various deflection anqles and to ground plane 
pi-oximity. The data show that no adverse effects on engine power output o r  measured 
tots1 thrust a r e  discernibie over the full range of back pressures that were generated by 
the slipstreams flowing over the vane and ground plane. The highlights of these measure- 
ments a re  presented in the following paragraphs. The pressures a re  presented in the form 
of a coefficient consisting of the average pressure r i se  above ambient non-dimensionalized 
by fan nozzle exit dynamic pressure. 
4 . 3 . 1 . 1  Effect of Vane Proximity and Defleclion Angle - Nozzle exit pressure c , TLS 
measured with the vane removed and the ground plane at maximum separation di* zA 
(6.0 fan nozzle exit diameters downstream of the vane trailing edge) were a s  ^ --I, s 
Total Thmst, 
lb 
F'an Nozzle Exit Press  
Coef, C 
p f 
0.159 
Average - 0.151 
Engine Nozzle Exit Press  
Coef, C 
p f 
Within data accuracy both coefficients have ~wnstrant values over the full range of 
thrust. The fa?. nozzle exit pressure coefficient i s  positive because tile fan exit static 
pressures were measured by the fan nozzle exit rake which, with the Boeing fan no--' ~n 
place, i s  located 1& ft upstream of the nozzle exit plane. 
Figure 4.3-1 presents fan nozzle exit pressure coefficient as a function of vane 
deflection angle with the vane in the offset position 3 anti tk ground plane removed. T'ne 
measurements ..over a thrust range of 587 to 100'; of maximum attainable. The coefficient 
is i n d e p ~ d e n  t of t51-ur"t level and vane deflection angle and i s  of the spme level as that 
,,leasured with the vane removed. Figure 4 . 3 - 2  shows the came type of results obtained 
with the vane on the center line position, the ,mund plane at the maximum separation 
distance (x/& = 6.0) and with the e ~ g i n e  running a t  maximum thrust. It i s  seen that the 
fan cozzle exit pressvre i s  unaffected by vane proximity, location o r  deflectton angle. 
Figure 4.3-3 and 4.3-4 present th? engine nozz!e exit pressure coefficients in the 
same format and for  the same power levels and vane and ground plane geometlies. Tk 
c-efficient i s  seen to non-dimensionalize well with fan nozzle dynamic pressure over the 
range of thrust levels tested (Fig. 4.5-3). The engine nozzle exit pressure,  unlike that of 
the fan nozz!e, i s  seen to be significantly influenced by vane position and deflection angle. 
The offset vane position 3 produces an u n s p c r e t r i c  curve of Cpe vs. vane deflection 
angle with c = 0 a t  2.5" deflection (where the force data shows zero vane lift; {Fig. Pe 
4.2-3) and again at - 2 2 O .  The coefficient i s  negative in the range of deflection angles of 
+2.5" to -22", suggesting a small i n c x ~ a s e  in power turbine output power and fan and 
engine gross thrust in this range. 
With the vane in the centezline position the coefficient i s  always positive and varies 
s~mmetr ica l ly  with vane deflection angle. At zero deflection, tta? vane produces a bsck 
pressure of approximatel J$ of the dynamic pressure a t  the fan nozzle exit. 
4.3.1.2 Effect of Ground Plane m'oximity - The combined effects of ground plane proxi- 
mity, vane position and vane deflection angle on the fan nozzle exit pressure coefficient 
a r e  stlown in Fig. 4.3-5 and 4.3-6. The coefficient i s  presented 2s a function of ground 
plane-to-vane trailing edge separation distance (S/D ) for  both the offset and center  line 
IC 0 
vane positions and for vane deflection angles of 0" and +30 . The data were taken a t  ma..  
thrust and the ground plane was a t  0" p i ~ c h  and roll angles. The coefficient i s  seen to i~ 
constant for all situations and at the same value as that obtained with the vane removed 
and the ground plane a t  max. separation distance. Consequently it may be concluded that 
the fan nozzle experienced no measurable back pressure with any combination of vane 
position, deflection angle and ground plane separation distance within the rpnges tested. 
Figures 4.3-7 and 4.3-8 show the effec - of the same variations of vaqe and g r o u ~ d  
plane geometries on the engine nozzle exit precmre coefficient. These data were also 
taken a t  maximum thrust level and with the ground plane a t  roll and pitch angles of 0".  
\\'it11 \.ant- t\t*flcl.titw :u~glt*s of O+ :u~ti ;i0' . the c-cmr ritmtiotr to ~rozrl t-  luck  y m s s u n a  dttc to 
groiurci pl:~tlc* prtr~ittrit? v:mistr~*s a t  a s e p a r n ~ i o ~ )  ciistanct* crf X l\ . 3.0.  ' I h *  tbta a l s o  
show tPa1 \:me ticflt*rtion anglt- i s  :I mt>rr* prwcrful tvntrltwrlor to t-trdne-norrlt* !mck 
prt8ssurv rhur gnniud pls~lt* p ~ v x i m i t y  trtwausr. thr- 11rc.remtnt in Iwrk yrt -ssum ciut- to 
tir~\;inruir~ cskurgt* in \.ant* dtbflcrtilwl I s  (4 I'lle\ 6 * 0.2.5 (bYg. 4.:1-:3 ~ 1 1 1  4.3-4) 
"nl:zs. 
whilt* t h e  iac*n*nrt*nt ciut* to mwiimum c*hangv in st-piratism distance is trS t'C,t,\ ,,-. 
I'igttrt* -t, ::- 9 sho\vs t hqt t ht* twck yrc.ssuw yr t~tuctxi  try ck*iiet-tion had no 
t t i s c ~ t ~ ~ ~ r i l r l ~  t b t f t \ ~ - t  'MI f:m t r r  t*ngint- :rt*rtornrancv. It  t n \ a t s  t k  worst Lack yrc.ssuw sftila- 
!ion t*nc-oiurte*rtul, i ,  c.. flit> \.antb lcw~ttxi cm t b -  t*ngine r c n t r  rline and th* ground plant% 
lol.,uttul :it trrinirilirin styxiration tiisi?mc*t* (x 1% 0. 701. 'I'ht*st* ciura show that r i  t hit1 t-.i- 
perinttult.ui L ~ C C ~ ~ M C ~ .  total thrust nrt*.rsurcr! t?\- t h e  thrtls t s!mci. shaft horsepru-er and 
power turt:int- inlet ternyt'ratuw al l  rt-msir~t-ti ctmstunt o \ v r  the full r a m b  of veure deflec- 
tion angles a1.1 resulting etr@ne nozzle exit y r u s s u ~ ~  ccwffii-ients. 
-1.3.2 c'onrptrisoa of lhrus t  \Izasu~vnlc.nt l k s u l t s  
.-V~.ul\sis and .~pilIi(-ttticn~ irf the nrt\a%urtwi values of thc  forces  anti nrutnt*nts acting 
tipon t k  attitudt- cc*ntn%l \.ant8 reqitirt* that 1hc.c nrtbasi~n*ntt~nts Ir. cwnvenc.i to c.c~~fficiint 
form by nt,n-din:.*~isIcn~:~lizi~~g :he forr-ea with nletlsunvl g m s a  ti~ruwt and thc. n\omt8lrt,u 
with the- p d i t c t  of nlt-asurr4 t h ~ u s r  8r.d vatrtb t.bani length. 'lht* 3- Fm T55 aact*lltb (tmt 
not t h e  \.ant8) W:IS I I I O ~ ~ I I ~  t'ti m a t hnls t  nrcsst~rcnrt-nt st:u\~i ;md the  fa:^ atid t*nginr nozr lcs  
wtXrt\ t\quippx1 with yrt8sstirt8 wrti ttbnrprati!rtl raktbs. tht*rcfcwr two ~rethocts f o r  
n ~ c ~ a s u r i n g  to1:1I IIBCCIIC\ t h n ~ s t  wt-rt* avtlilabic. Ihe thrust mcasunwi ty the thnis t  sr:md 
w : ~  ustvi to no~r-d i~~~t*ns ic~r:~! tr ! t -  !he \xnia data twr.aust\ it w a s  crwlsidcrtul to Ir- thc nrort8 
:tcctiralt nrt*lhtxl :md irhcbstt~t- i: w : ~  tht* * - ~ s i c * s t  o apply. I b  tot:il gmss thnisr valites 
oht:titlcd \vittr t1\e* two rt~cluriqurs arc- c.c~nip,urcti in Fig. 4.9- 16 anti 4 .3 -  11. 
I'htt t,jtal t h r t ~ s l  nrt-asurt-d with the thnrst stanti :md correctt-d to s t a n ~ u r d  ay 
jt.'~tora\ 6) i s  c.on\pu~-~d with t he  sunr of tht* rorrt-ctt-1 f:in and txn@nc g n ~ s s  thrusts.  171c 
t~orr t~cut t~t i  f:rtr g -oss  thl-ust W:IS ~ i ~ t t ~ r ~ i ~ i t r t % i  anal?rict\ll\ ftxrnr the prcss l l re  .strcl tt-ttryt.rah~*.t* 
ti~t~:tstirt8i~lt-~i~s olrt:~irit\ti wit P t IN* two f:ttr nozzic t-xi t rakes. Iht- t-nginc p n ~ s s  !hru>! wa:; 
dt-tt-rrniutd f tu~ i r  r f r t b  ettgnt* n\a~r\~fac-turt-r 's pt-rfor11i:mct- specification (licfcn-net- t i \  tw- 
c-;rust8 r ht* tbn;:ir:t. trozzlt. r:lkt-s failtbci ear l?  i ~ ,  tht* ;cat p n ~ g n m .  
I.'i+!.urc. -1.:;- 10 :c-nrptirc:: tfw t.or?-cc.tcd thn~sttr~t*rc-r :md c.:tlculated valucs of cwr- 
rt*lslt~i 1 t ~ : t l  t h r i l s l  (~lrt:rint8ti \vitf~ thc Ikrt8ing inlet. tht- \.:me rt*nro\.tw! tmcl 1rho prrrund plane 
:it tlrtl n~:rsitniim :~tt:rin:it~lc st-ptttxtion ciistancc of S 1% i i . 0 .  'I'hr data p r l r ~ t s  for the  four 
tI1rtis1 l t ~ \ . c ~ l s  tt>stt\ti :brtg witlti~l *L". of tht* tnlc t h n ~ s t  Itwcl. 
I>ihwrz 4.3-11 shows the s a n e  :~-pe of datzi ohtailled with the fisl;:i!!cm Nanii:ilrl 
1x11 n:. t , i i ~  in pl:tcc of the W i n g  inlet, the \ane in p ~ s i t i o n  3 and tlx ground planc rc- 
moveti. :'!le 11:~iority of the data points fall sithiq the .?.Of;  e r r o r  band and the sca t t e r  
pattern suggests random error in both nlethods of determining thrust  r a the r  ttm con- 
sistent bias in eirher. 
4 . 3 . 3  Effect of Inlet I'ortex on Fan Specd a t  Constant i-wer 
 
-4 u ~ ~ i q u e  cornbinatior. of anlbfent a i r  conditions coup!cd \ \ i t3 operation witlmut 
k n c f ,  r at a go\ e r n o r  c m t r o l  ling r a n  speed caused a n  intcrnlitlpllt fan speed hunting prob- 
lem tha. i s  wrtil:. of mentiori. 
The photograph of Fig. 4-3-12 s h o u ~ s  the c o r e  of an estrenleky transient vortex 
that spn,ng into the inlet f rom a point at the hase  of the test  stand. This fortuitous 
pir ture. vrhicb was o b t z i n d  during the very las t  run of t!-te program, pxovides a qualitative 
c-uplanatior for  the fan speed hunting problem that defied explanation throoglmut the  pro- 
gram, despite the espenditure of a good deal of diagnostic messiirement effort. 
The c o r e  of the votex was  made visible by a m h i e ~ t  wa te r  vapor that condensed 
when the adiabatic expansion within the core produced the required super-saturatio~! 
tem-rc.-rtn;re level. This condensation phenomenon, w h ~ c h  commonly o c c u r s  in transonic 
atmo..pncric wind tunnels, requires  a local Mach number in excess  of 0.8 when ihe 
ambient relative hilrnidity is a t  a typical value of 60'; (Reference 7). In this light, it is 
apparent that the overall  d iameter  of the i-ortex was considerably l a rger  than the 1-isible 
w r t i o n  of the c o r e  and the vortex therefore influenced the flow field o v e r  a significant 
porr'on of the fan face area. The onset  and durarion of a single vortex were  \-ery f eeting, 
requiring a sharp  eye  and a fast  shut ter  speed t o  discern it. Its net effect was 10 cause  a 
momentan-  change in fan loading and a consequent shor t  duration escurs ion in fan speed. 
Far. speed excursions put in an appearance ea r ly  in the program. Oscillograph data 
showed that the excursions, which were  of approxirnateiy -2.5 '. occurred a t  a somewhat 
i r regular  low frequency (approsimately 10 to 20 cycles p e r  minutei and w-ere not caused 13)- 
variations in fan blade angle o r  input shaft horsepower. Furthermore,  the phenomenon 
seemed to occur only on certain days. 
-4 conference with Ilamilton S t a n d ~ r d  personnel lead to thr* cmclusions  that in- 
gestion of ambient turbulence shed from nearby builtilngs migh: be the cause  and that the 
high throat velocity of the Boeing inlet might be an aggravating factor. i'he Kbcing inlet 
was replaced b?- a Hamilton Standard h l l n ~ o u t h  and a s n ~ n k c  generator was used in nn 
attempt to monitor the ink: flow field. From this point until the very last b u r  of testing 
ttw \vtltc?wt'ci -pot did not hoil - fan speed remained constant, the inlet flow* field appeared to 
i l c  uti~!i.;tu I-kxl ( t'ig. 4.3- 131 and t h e  desired steady-state data mported herein were 
acquired. .It the last hour, fleeting: inlet vortex activiQ- became k-isiLle and fan speed 
humtins rcturnml. 
l<c\ iew of the data in light of the correlation of fan speed hunthg with the presence 
of inlet \-0rtc.c activity revealed that the hunting a r ly  occurred while nmning with a tail 
i .  !%is lcads to tk inference that turbulencu. shed by the test stand support structure 
was the t r igwring ~~wchan i sm for :he sporadic formation of the vortices which in turn 
caused corresponding excu r s i m s  in fan loading and hence fan speed. 
It  s * m ~ l d  Iw nottxi that all  testing was dane with fixed blade angle and with no 
sutomstic cont 1-01 of fan sped. If blade angle had been under control of a gcvernor. the 
100; set blade slew-ing n t e  capability of the e Fan v e v  likely would habe reduced the fan 
speed cxcurslcns to an i n ~ i ~ n i f i c a n t  level. FUrthermore, if the inlet vortex should pro- 
duce ohicetionable blade s t r e s s  levels m a future installation, the vortex can be readily 
cksttuyed as i s  b e  on the b e i n g  737 a-hen fitted for operatim from u n ~ \ - e d  runways 
(llefercnce 8\. 
4.:;. 4 Q- Fan Blade Stress  bleasu rements 
Blade numbers 1, 6 and 7 were instrumented with s t rain gages which measured 
tending s t r e s se s  continuously. Ilamilton Standard persannel recorded these measarements 
m msmctic  tape and also mo~litored them an an oscillograph during each test. The follow- 
ing sumnrar\ of thc post test anal>-sis of these data i s  quoted from IIamiltcn Standard's 
lcttcr report lo (;runtman of 25 ,July. 1977. 
":It no time ~iur ing  the acquisitiar. of data for  the Cmmman test were the vibratory 
blade s t r e s s  limits b,' -5500 psi exceeded. During some of the testing, them -red to 
bc points whcrc Ijlade overstress  ma! have occurred. However, when thm data was 
played luck  rn a spectrum analyzer, it was obvious tha electrical interference caused 
the  spiking indications. hspectian of the data tabulated from the s t r e s s  recordings allows 
t h e  following conclusions: 
A.  'I7iroughout the test. blade s t resses  ranged from 400-2100 psi 
2. 1ll:ldc s t r e s sc s  were gmcraily 300-400 psi lower with the Hamilton Standard 
Ikllmouth cs t'ie b e i n g  '.bnes fixed lip inlet 
3. Ground effect location or  pitching and rolling of the ground plane did not in- 
fluence blade stressing 
4. Stress components were mostly lP, 2P, and 3P which i s  typical for this 
5. The first flatwise blade mode occurred at approximately 112 Hz, again 
typical for the fan 
6. rotices which were visible durhg the final day of testing increased the blade 
stresses generally 1000 psi above those reported in item 1 above. 
Inspection of the blades following Ibe test revealed no structural abnormaliries. " 
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Fig. 4.34 Effect of Vane Deflection on Engine Nozzle Exit Pressure 
Coefficient, Vane Position Centerline 
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4.4 THERMAL ASALISIS 
'rhe purpose of the thennodyfiam: portion of the test war3 *-. determine local mixed 
gas temperatures and locai skin fl lm coefficients from measured values of local skin 
temperature. These parameters will assist in the thermal design of a full scale vane. 
Sil~ce the recorded skin temperatures were all transient values, and since the vane was 
held at a partiellar angular position for a much longer period than watld actually occur 
during flight, t'ne overall skin temperature changes mrded arere larger tban would 
actually occur on a flight article. 
Results of tbe analysis of the recorded test data ale presented in charts of tbe 
local average gas temperature and film coeff~cient (h) and the maximum vaue temperatures 
as functioas of vane angle and positim. Ibe data sfiow that, as expected, tbe film m- 
efficient is more nearly b c t i a n s  of vane p s i t i m  rud angle than of the gas temperature. 
4.4.1 Iaca! Gas Temperature/IYtm Coefficient Analysis 
-
TIE thermdynamic data obtained during the tests representisg tbe four most 
critical opersting condtions were analyzed in detail. These tests were: 
Test No. Vane Ft#.ition Ground Plane Ilis-e, in, 
110 Offset (3) 342 
113 Offset (3) 40 
11;: Cen terline 342 
120 Caterline 40 
The local gas temperature and skin fiim coefficient were calctllated from the 
m e a s u d  rate "f thane of skin temperature that was obtained witt a particular thermo- 
couple wt ile vane deflectica angle and engine power were held constant. 
.b analysis xas performed to *stimate the heat leak from the r'chls (upper and 
lowe;') to the internal structure (rihs, opposite skin;. This analysis iadicated that the heat 
leak would bc .~cmsiderably less (< 3Cij than the energy d i a t i v e l y  and cmductively ex- 
cbmged with the gas stream o r  stored in the local mass (node) s . . rmci ing  the tkrrr\o- 
cotlple; also the conwxtive film coefficient is large enough that radiation to the surroundings 
can be neglected. Lk sed on this 
Heat input rate = heat storage rate 
where: 
h = local skin film mefiicient. btu/hr 32 O F 
A = local a m  surrounding thermocouple, sq ft 
Tg = local gas tsmperature, @ F 
m = 1-1 skin mass, I t  
Cp = specific heat, 0.16 b t d h  O F 
- 
is = mean skin temperature over time interral, " F 
A T = skin temperature increase (decrease) over time internal, " F 
7 = time, SWitC' 4 
d = density of skin material, lb/cu ft 
t = thickness of skin, f t  
Denothg the slope. A T/AT as S, tben for t w ~  consecutive time intervals: 
Assuming that over each interval, the local gas temperature and 51m coefficient 
esset~tially will be --onstant, me of these parameters can be eliminated to solve for the 
other based on the recorded data; i.e., since 
Hence, local gas kmperatures a d  skin film coefficients can b detex-mined based on the 
recorded d a b ,  pmviding that the vane setting is heId constant long enough for the data 
acquisition +stem to obtairl data defining two s u ~ c e s s i ~ ~ e  tim  increments. 
4.4. :! Data Compilation ' k a l y s i s  
In order  to use this predictive method, two consecutive time increments had to be 
selected for each iane  setting inten-a1 to be analyzed. During each \me/ground plane 
Lest sequence, the angular position of the vane was stepped over  the complete deflection 
range and the time of arrik-al a t  each new vane setting was recorded. An i n t ena l  
(- 10-20 seconds) existed during which the vane was moving from one angular position to 
another. merefore,  some engineering judgement u a s  requi x-ed to select the appropriate 
end p ) ! r ~ ? s  for  each case. In order  to select appropriate data pi*nts for  malysis ,  time 
h i s t o q  plots 01 representative skin temperature measurements were prepared from the 
recorded data. Fcr example, Fig. 4.4- 1 presents the plot which was used to select the 
appropriatc time increments (data p in ts )  for  the 110 test  sequence. The time recorded 
4 u r i n ~  resting, at which a particular \me setting was achieved is indicated. Based on 
the slope of the plot, the ''apparent" time a t  which the vane began moving is indicated. 
Over each of these inter tals  the tabulated data was reviewed to see if a t  Ieast three data 
points could i>e extracted. ?he analysis assumes a l inear temperature change over each 
of these increments. Since the time increment for  each data collection was brief (-20 
seconds) this i s  a reasonable approximation. 
4. I. r; Ih ta  Evaluation 
Figures 4.4-?through 4. -23 present a summary of the calculated local gas temper- 
atures m d  film coefficients and the maximum temperature recorded for each test and \me 
scttinq. I-'igure 4.4-24 presents the thermocouple map that w a s  csed to compiie this in- 
forni.~tion. Computed results have only ken presented for those locations where sufficient 
measured data existed for  analytical purposes. \ n th  the vane in the offset position, the 
upper sarface thermocouples s h e d  little response and remained a t  about the same 
temperature as the fan exhaust (- 100" F). Therefore, since the recorded temperatures 
were essentially constant, it was not possible to calculate a reasonable film cxff icient  
for this situation. Gas and film coefficients could be determined, however, for the vane 
lower surface. 
in central, a s  \\-mid be expected, the gas iemperatures a r e  higher for the cases 
where the LT~KII I~  plane is present (112, 120) than when it i s  not 4 110, 119). This i s  due to 
stronger recirculation of the hot gases in the wake region as a result of the ground plane's 
prescncc. iocal film coefficients on the o t i ~ r  hand appear to be 3ffected onlv slig,~tly 
(if at al I )  1~ the presence cf the ground plane. This also appears reasonable, suggesting 
that the local film coefficient i s  more a function of vane setting (and the resulting flow 
pattern,, than gas temperaturn (since film coeeFiciemt is in geaeral a weak function d bulk 
&as temperature). 
-Although not rigorous!\. justifiable, the calculated gas temperature and film co- 
efficient data were numerically averaged to see if any t& a d d  be ob8ewed. AS mtd, 
the analytical procedure required a significant level of A T/A? to be pmductive, therefore, 
these averages onls include data from p~rticms of the vane surfaee that underwent signifi- 
cant heating. 
Table 4.4- 1 presents a summary of the average gas and film coefficients ca l cu la td  
for each test and vane angle. -4s shown, the average film coefficient an the vane varies 
from about 40 to 6 0  btu1hr ft2 * F. depending on the vane aogie. Laobg at the 110 and 
113 test sequences (offset vane position), a good agreement between averagie film co- 
efficient and vane setting i s  seen at each angular positiuo. Similarly, the average p 
temperature recorded w a s  ia general higher for  tk .W (with the gnwnd plane) than the 
110 test. 
figure 4-4-25 presents a direct co@san oi gas temperatures and film co- 
efficients calculated for  each thermocouple locaticm for  a vane setting of -20" for  tes t  
numbers 110 and 113. The same level of agreement exists for  each location cm the bane 
a s  the numerical averaged data indicates, implying that the average data map be used '.o 
e\-aluate vane performance. 
Tk- tabulated averaged data of m b l e  4.1-1 indicates t h t  for each case  a change in 
the E3w- condition appears to have occurred a t  vane deflectians between -20 md -25'. In 
each m. the maximum gas temperature and skin temperatures are observed in this raqge. 
.I\n eminination of the 110 run indicates that the average gas ':mperabire increases from 
airnut 100 to 450' F a s  t k  heme angle shifts from 0 to -20°. and then decreases from about 
0 150 to ?GO2 F a s  the heme angle shifts from -20 to -30 . Similar results are observed in 
each of the other cases. This obserb-ation correlates  well with the aerud-mamic force data 
which indicate the onset of the s tal l  in this r w e  and the acoustic data which show a 
sharp r ise  in  oversll sound pressure level a t  these angles. 
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Fig. 4.4-25 Comparison of 110.01 T m  Results 4-209 md 113.01 Tost Results (-209 
The location of a caatml m e  in close proximity to the &must of a airbofan engine 
subjects the vane to high intensity fluctuating loads rbich hve tbe potaatial b r  fr;duchg 
high vibration levels and sonic fatigue. An objective of tfie test was to &Aae the envim- 
m t  and the resulting vibratian levels in&rced in a test vane. Dynamic measuremeats 
were made to determine noise l e w l  profiles for diffemt vane positiaas, angles of attack. 
\ = - s ~ d  ~eparatia dis t fnce~.  
Dressure and strain -aeasUFements oMPined during tbe test did not reveal any pro- 
hibitively difficult problems associa@ mtb Ws amtrol vane canapt. 
Pressure data indicated ttmt abrupt increases in Ied cam be expected at vane angles 
equal to o r  in excess of =20 degrees. 
maks occurred an the suctim side of tbe vane and are prob.bly &.e to separatia: 
of flow from the .-ane. Deflectiaas of the amtml vane in them blgtr podtlve and negative 
angles will he of short duration for amtrol  during take o~~ opemticns. 
h particular, the pressure data indicated that tbt: Mgtrest lmb & not occur cr. 
jet cen terline. These results sboned the highest levels occurmd during operation of the 
vane above the centerline. Xon-similarity of w - 1  sbpes is also evident for the88 two 
vane locations. 
Strain levels were lower than expected and never exceeded 30 P !%/in. MUS o v e d .  
This is attributed to the heavy skin gage and small rib spacing. 
Scaling the pressure data to a larger fadbigher thrust engine is feasible with this 
data using the Strouhal scaling relationship illustrated herein. 
4.5.1 Yane liicrophone hieasurements 
Yane 3Iicrophones 1 and 4, lot nted on the lower and upper skins respectiwdg a r e  
the primary microphones for this test. These are the forward most micmphories, located 
just aft of the leading edge structure (Fig. 4.5- 1). 
The tk-se line data was the information obtained with the g r d  plane placed a t  
infinity which defines a nonreflective barr ier  placement. Figure 4.5-2 i s  a comparison of 
the overall levels for these two microphones during nine vane angles of attack and two vane 
positions. The upper plot i s  data obtained with the vane in Position 3 (See Fig. 4.5-3). 
The lower microphone does not experience significant increases in overall level in the 
positive direction but does exhibit an abrupt 15 decibel increase in amplitude as the m e  
changes from -10" to -20'. ntis sharp increase is followed by 8 dscrcese to the nuximum 
negative angle. 
'The upper miclophone peaks at a positive vane angle oL 25 degrees. Ihe jump in 
amplitude from +20 to +25 degrees is 7 -bela. All dher aagle8 for W s  micmpbme 
indicate small changes Tn amplitude. 
As seen an t k  lower plot, both microp&nes indicate similar amplitudes eaoom- 
passing the angles +I0 and -20 degrees with the vane located at the centerline positiaa. A 
peak for the lower microphone occurs at -25' a l e  tbe peak for  tbe upper micmphme re- 
maim at +25' . Ttre Lower rnicmphoae experiences a 9 decibel jump a l e  tk upper micm- 
p w c  increases by 15 decibels. 
-4 composite of one-third octave band data for the lower in icmphne for wane posi- 
tion 3 is presented in Fig. 4.5-4. In general a11 data exclusive of the -20, -25 and -30 
degree a n g e  fall within an envelope of d decibels. l h s e  data indicate a ~MQL- 
response from 10 to 1250 Hz. Tbe sharp change in usrplitrde for the -20 degree angle 
appears for all bands with tbe maximum amplitude occurring at 80 80- 
Comparisans between 0 degrees and -20 degrees for  tbe remaining Positim 3 runs 
are  presented in Mg. 4 . 5 5  thm 4.5-11. Tbe peak amplitudes normal1y occur between 50 
and 100 Hz. The spectrum decays in the high frequency at about 4 dB/oct.e. Tbe proa- 
imity of the ground plane appears to suppress the higb frequency levels and slightly in- 
crease the tow frequency levels. 
Vane end plates were removed for run 117 and their mmoval apgeared to bave no 
change on the vane noise levels. 
A composite of me-third octave band data for the upper micropbare for vane posi- 
tion 3 is presented in Fig. 4.5-12. With the exception of the peak spectrum (+25 degrees) 
the data appears more widely scattered when compared +-+h tb lower microphone. These 
d a a  peak at about 100 Hz and exhibits a typical '%ay slack1* spectrum. Ihe spectrum 
levels at a +25 degree vane angle are broad band containing more energy a t  higher fre- 
quencies than does the data for the lower microphone. The fall-off in tbe high frequency 
i s  abut  2 decibels per octave band. Ihta for the remaining teat nms for vane Position 3, 
comparing the 0 degree angle with the +25 degree angle, is presented in Fig. 4.5-13 thru 
3.5- 19. Sote that negative angles result in lower levels than the 0' angle. 
Q-Fan operation with the vane iocated at the centerline posltim produces somewhat 
different results when compared with Position 3 (Mg. 4.5-2). M i c r o p h e  1 does not ex- 
perience a peak spectrum until a vane angle of -25" is reached. 
The peak in this spectrum now occurs at r higher frequency (200 to 300 Hz) and a t  a 
lower amplitucfe (Fig. 4.5-20. ) Reduction in ground plane lm@Wdinal distance results in 
lower high frequency amplitudes (spectra s tar t  to fall a t  315 to 400 Hz) wbile a small in- 
crease in the lower frequency amplitude (25 to 40 Hz) mcurs. This data i s  presented in 
Fig, 4 . 5 - 3  t h r ~  4.5-25. 
t'pper microphone data for this series of runs is presented in Fig. 4-5-26 through 
31. The oeak spectrum occurs at a Lane angle of 1-25 degrees. Negative 25 degrees re- 
sults in an increase in level when compared with the 0 degree position. This is contrary 
to the lower micrupbol?e where tile spectrum stays essentially the same a t  0' and +25', 
tompar isms of the results for the two vane positims are presented in Fig. 4.5-32 
;md 4.5-33. Lnwer surface exposums a t  On w e  positions a r e  very similar but peak 
spectrum results a t  the negative vane angles are quite different in the 50 to 160 Hz fre- 
quency range. A significant increase in energy resuits for vane position 3. 
The 3pper mltpophone yields higher amplitudes a t  the c a t e r l i n e  position for the 
positive 25 degree vane angle. Levels for vane angle a t  On and vane poeition 3 a r e  several 
decibels higher in the 50 to 500 Hz range. 
Xiicrophoaes 1 and 4 are appmximateiy oppcsitc each other on the lower and upper 
surfaces of the vane. Figures 4.5-34 through 4.5-41 present comparisons of s w c t r a  fcr  
the same angle and for the highest amplitudes, At vane position 3 the largest variation of 
spectra occurs. The lower microphone has a higher amplitude spectrum with a peak. The 
upper microphone exhibits a broad-band spectrum. 
The spectra a r e  similar a t  both the positive and negative angle with the exception 
of amplitude. The vane centerline ps i t ion  produces very similar results fcr  the 0 degree 
angle. 
Examples of one-third octave power spectra of the surface pressures discussed 
above are shown in Fig. 4.5-42 through 4.5-51. The spectra zre divided by the square 
of the fan jet dynamic pressure and are plotted against tile Strouhal number NSTR - 
based on fan nozzle diameter DN and the fan exit velocity u ~ .  U~ 
The lower microphone peaks at a Strouhal number of 0.6 to 0.9 for vane position 3. 
The upper microphone produces a broader spectrum with peaks occuring a t  Strouhal 
numbers of 1 to 2. 
Zero degree angle runs with the vane in position 3 produce peaked spectrums at 
Strouhal numbers of 1. 
Operation in the centerline location yields peaks a t  higher Strouhal numbers and 
higher power spectra. 
The variation of this data may be seen in Fig. 4.5-52 through 4.5-55. These plots 
a r e  summarized further in Fig. 4.5-56 and 4.5-57. Vane position 3 produces the greatest 
variatim in amplitudes and spectrums while very similar data is obtained for the center- 
line location. The high frequency portion of the lower surface spectra falls off a t  about 
the inverse 1.38 to 1.45 power of the Strouhal number. This i s  a simple approximation of 
the decay which could be useful for analytical purposes. 
4.5.2 Vane Dynamic Strain Measurements 
Strain gages were located on the internal skin and r ib flanges. The high tncrn~al  
exposure anticipated resulted in relatively heavy vane structure and a s  a consequence the 
combination of this plus small panel sizes resulted in very low amplitude dynamic strain 
responses. I)uring these tests the overall RMS strain level never exceeded 30 P in/in on 
any strain gage. Figure 4.5-58 is an overall strain level plot for  several se!ected m s  
at the various angles of incidence. me-third octave strain level s p c t r a  a r e  presented 
for two strain gages in Fig. 4.5-59 thru 4.5-67. These strain results all indicate t k  
same spectrum trend demonstrated by higher amplitudes a t  low frequencies then falling 
off to 500 Hz followed by a second peak occuring a t  about 1250 Hz. Angle of incidence 
increases result in changes in amplitude but not a s  dramatic a s  would be expected when 
compared with pressure data. Figure 4.5-63 compares the two vane positions tested. 
The centerline position yields slightly higher results. 
4.5.3 External Microphone 
A single high intensity microphone was mounted on the engine stand framework to 
determine the effect of ground plane longitudinal changes. The reflections off the vane and 
the location of the vane relative to the exhaust appear to have small effects on this micro- 
phone when compared to overall radiated noise. The results with the ground plane a t  in- 
finity for both vane positions a r e  presented in F'ig. 4.5-68. The centerline position 
appears to yield higher low-frequency results a t  this microphone position. The results 
for vane position 3 a r e  complied in Fig. 4.5-69. The effect of the ground plane reflections 
i s  large from 25 through 100 Hz while smaller increases occur through 2.5 KHz. The re- 
sults for the vane centerline position (F'ig. 4.5-70) a r e  similar, however, the spectra do 
not change significantly a s  the barr ier  longitudinal distance i s  decreased. 
The effect of vane angle is presented in Flg. 4.5-71 &mug). 4.5-74. Negaff ve vane 
angles tend to increase the noise levels a t  this microphme poeitfon for  both Mure positicms. 
4.5.4 Djnamic Pressure Coefficients 
The range of values of the dynamic pressure coefficient, for  a wpresentative run, 
a re  plotted against angle of attack in Fig. 4.5-75. The dynamic pressure coefficient is 
the ratio of Prms, the root-mean-square value of the fluctuating component of tbe surface 
pressure, to the dynamic pressure a t  the fan nozzle exit, q ~ .  Tbe highest values occur a t  
-20. and +25" (the vane stall angles) while the majority of tbe data fall in tbe range of 
.02 to .06. 
4.5.5 Scaling tr, Other Fkn/Ehgine Configurations 
The normalized one-third octave power spectra plots obtained in this test program 
may be used to estimate swface sound pressure levels for  larger catflguratians operating 
at higher thrust levels. The following paragraphs illustrate the pracedure with an example 
using a fan pressure ratio of 1.3, a fan nozzle exit diameter of 78 inches 8nd tbe most 
critical acoustic situation encountered in this program, i.e., tk k r  surface of tbe vane 
in the offset position and at 2 -20° setting, 
h hover a t  sea level on a tropical day, the fan pressure ratio of 1.3 d l 1  pro&ce 
a fan nozzle velocity of approximately 686 ft/sec and a dynamic pressure of 530 b/aq ft. 
At a one- third octave band having a center frequency of 100 Ha, the Strouhal 
number for the new configuration is: 
DN - f 
N - - -  78x100 = g * g x  10-1 STR U~ 12 x 686 
From Fig. 4.5-42, the normalized me-third octave power level at this Stroubal 
number is: 
The one-third octave sound pressure level for the larger canffepration a t  the 100 Hz 
center frequency is: 
Converting to decibels: 
SPLlOO Hz = 20 (log SPL - log SPLref. ) 
= 20 (log 29.03 - log 4.18 x 
Application of this procedure to tbe overall spectrum yields the results shown in 
Fig. 4.5-76. 
The calculated cunTe i s  similar in shape to the measured data in this case. This 
results because the ratio of D u in the Strouhal formula are approximately the same for N'F 
both the test and the new configuration. Other examples might result in the spectra peak- 
ing at different frequencies. 
The overall sound pressure level for this new curve is obfained by standard pro- 
cedures and yields a value of 166.5 dB, an increase of 5 decibels over the value for the 
test configuration. 
When applying this method for other locations and operating angles the data will 
yield somewhat lower noise spectra. Selection of operating conditions and durations is 
important in determining the overall lifetime exposure to acoustic energy. 
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Fig. 4.5-66 Vane Dynamic Strain Measurement. Gage 5, Ten 119 
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Fig. 4.5-67 Vam Dynamic Strain Measurement, Gage 5. Test 120 
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Fig. 4.5.68 External Microphone Measurrments. Test 110 vs 118 
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Fig. 4.5-69 External Microphone Measurements, Test 110 vs 1 11 -1 16 
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Fig. 4.5-70 External Microphone Measurements, Test 118 vs 119-123 
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Fig. 4.5-71 Exarm! Microphone Mo8suremcnts. Test 110 
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Fig. 4.5-72 External Microphone Menuremmts. Test 114 
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Fig. 4.5-73 External Microphone Measurements. Ten 118 
Fig. 4.5-74 External Microphone Measurements, Test 120 
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Fig. 45-75 Dynue~ic P m g l n  vs A- of Attack, Run 116 
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Fig. 4.576 Ertinuted Sound Pressure Level Spectrum for N m  
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